90 YEARS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA ARCHIVES

While the University tackled the practical aspects of the student body's rapid
growth, President Morrill challenged the campus to consider the
philosophical concerns of the University's expansion.

Class size increased

"Discussion will be replaced by lecture. A lecture, as every educator knows, is a one-way process. A
sound education, however, must involve give and take ... something fundamentally important drops
out when this disappears."
Number of courses offered increased

"This meant longer, more arduous hours for the teaching staff. It meant less opportunity for teachers
to know their students as individuals ... "
Quality of teaching declined

"There is a limited supply of teachers and most of them are employed. But we needed more teachers
and we obtained more teachers ... lt is true that many of our new teachers are excellent. It would be
less than honest, however, to say that all of them are of a standard we would normally employ, for
they are not."
"There has been a lowering of standards. This is not to say students are not being educated. Most
young men and women at the University of Minnesota will still graduate well rounded in personality
and competent in their professions. Even so, a student entering the University of Minnesota today
does not have the same educational opportunity as was given in prewar years."
President Morrill saw a larger landscape of campus expansion concerns.

"The important question is: How permanent is this condition to be? ... As we approach 1960, the
student population will probably exceed the present peak of 27,000. Babies born in the early war
years in accelerated numbers will be of college age. In order, therefore, to maintain the quality of
educational output which has come to be associated with the University of Minnesota, we must
expand."
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